Rosemont Exposition
Services, Inc.

Las Vegas Expo was established
in 1994 by president and founder,
Robert Cordaro, and is a privately
owned and operated exposition
company specializing in trade
shows, corporate meetings, and
special events.
Las Vegas Expo’s mission is to
continually provide service that
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exceeds expectations with hard work,
honesty, fairness, and integrity.
They are able to do this by staying ahead of the curve with
state-of-the-art technology, amazing customer service, and
with decades of experience and a passion for making your
next trade show or special event the most successful yet.
ConventionSuite impacted our processes and
efficiency in a very positive way. We wanted to be on par with
our largest competitors without the same sized budget. We
are now a medium sized company with the same tools as a
Fortune 500 company. We are able to produce more with less
money because we are able to rely on ConventionSuite
for many details and processes. I also really appreciate
the seamless integration of accounting, CRM, inventory
management, and exhibitor services all into one simple
system. During implementation, NewGen’s staff paid great
attention to detail and offered a lot of flexibility. They
were able to completely customize the software to match
our operations. I look forward to the return on investment
for years to come and I highly recommend working with
NewGen Business Solutions.

Rosemont Exposition Services,
Inc. offers exhibitor show services.
The company’s services include
furnishings; exhibit rentals; utilities,
such as electrical, plumbing,
phone, Internet, and cleaning
services; labor, including electrical,
plumbing, carpentry, rigging, and
decorating services; shipping\
freight; and custom signs, catering,
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vinyl graphics, Internet access
services, and VU case. It also provides area information,
including hotel, restaurant, and area activities. The company
was formerly known as O’Hare Exposition Services, Inc.
and changed its name in January 1990. Rosemont Exposition
Services, Inc. was incorporated in 1988 and is based in
Rosemont, Illinois.
RES’s professional staff arranges floor plans, supplies
complete and detailed exhibitor manuals, provides
continuous on-site services and supervision, and maintains
a vast inventory of state-of-the-art exhibit equipment—all
ON-SITE at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center.
When it was time to replace the web-based portion of our
services, we decided to upgrade to ConventionSuite.
This was a proactive choice that ensured consistent support
and function in the future. The NewGen team handled the
implementation and customization very well, and I’d highly
recommend using their services. Overall, the software and
relationship with NewGen Business Solutions have been
very positive experiences and I look forward to even more
well-maintained operations going forward.

ConventionSuite is a complete enterprise management
integration package built around the NetSuite system
specifically developed for the convention, exposition,
and trade show industry. ConventionSuite supports trade
show operations that require a competent suite of event
and show site reports, along with rental categories and
departments. The suite also contains a customer self-service
portal, custom key performance, dashboard, and several
configurable benefits such as unique workflows.
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Complete NetSuite CRM integration
Customer self-service portal
Collaboration documentation by booth/exhibitor
Upload custom booth from exhibitor’s plans with instant
feedback
Custom workflow by show type
Unlimited history separated by show
Provide customer/show history for annual reviews
Custom key performance dashboard
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